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First steps in the 1990s

 Nutrition labelling in United States Nutrition labelling in United States

 Salt content restrictions in Finland

 Signposting symbols in Finland and 
Sweden

30 “Smart Choice”

US: Lawsuit against 
“smart choice”; FDA 
considers regulation

Guidance
Brazil: industry threaten 
to sue on ad ban leads to

Pledges on trans fats

Framework for restricting 
food ads in Columbia
Draft law in Chile

2004: WHO Global Strategy on 
Diet, Physical Activity & Health 
stimulated action
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Food industry 
response

Soft drinks 
in schools

EU: Proposal for 
mandatory front-of-
pack nutrition labelling

GDA labels

EU: failure to develop 
nutrient criteria for 
health claims

UK: Traffic 
light labels

Smart Choice

Marketing pledges

No food ads <16s

School food standards

Guidance 
on 
advertising

to sue on ad ban leads to 
rejection
France: Proposal to ban 
advertising fails by 1 vote
South Korea: Planned 
ban on food advertising 
delayed

Canada: Trans 
fat labels

Mercosur
US trans 
fats labelFrance: nutrition 

messages on 
d ti i

Soft drink/candy bans 
in Malaysia, Rio, US HK: 

Mandatory 
labeling, 
inc trans 
fats

Ireland: Bans celebrities 
in kids food advertising
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2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

pack nutrition labelling
EU: Health 
claims allowed, 
nutrient criteria

Denmark: 
trans fats ban

NYC: trans 
fats ban

advertising

Around 30 countries restrict soft drinks from schools

France: voluntary code for 
industry reformulation & action
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Food policies to promote healthy eating 
around the world tend to focus on:

 Nutrition labelling Nutrition labelling

 Nutrient claims & health claims

 Marketing to children 

 School food standards (drinks)

 Food content (reformulation)

“Information” 
environment

Content & 
standards

 Food content (reformulation) 

Nutrition labelling

POLICY TRENDS CHALLENGES EVIDENCE

 More mandatory 
labelling (13)

 More transfat 
labelling (8)

 More graphical 

 Costs

 What 
nutrients & 
how many?

 Do they 

 Helpful for people 
already aware of 
nutrition

 Consumers 
confused by lots 

f i f i &labelling (industry, 
UK, EU)

 More menu 
labelling

work? of information & 
variety of labels

 Graphical 
approaches may 
help
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Restricting food marketing to 
children

POLICY TRENDS CHALLENGES EVIDENCE

 More explicit 
policies (22)

 More self-
regulation

 More specific 

 Private 
sector 
opposition

 Details of 
policy design

 Known that TV 
advertising 
influences 
purchase requests 
and consumption

C drestrictions & 
messaging

 Do they 
work?

 Can reduce 
exposure by 
children

Soft drinks in schools

POLICY TRENDS CHALLENGES EVIDENCE

 More restrictions 
(30)

 Voluntary action 
but governments 
more restrictive on 
d i k h

 School 
opposition

 What 
drinks?

 Do they 

 Mixed evidence 
on consumption 
but indicators 
inconsistent

 No research on 
fdrinks than 

industry
work? preferences or 

longer-term 
consumption
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Product reformulation

TRENDS CHALLENGES EVIDENCE

 More salt 
reduction 
programs

 Voluntary industry 
action on trans 
f

 Costs

 Technology

 Do they 
work?

 Reduced salt 
intake in Finland, 
UK

 Less trans fats in 
foods

fats  No evidence on 
calories

WHAT ELSE IS BEING 
DISCUSSED?
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Pricing & financial incentives

 Why is it being discussed?Why is it being discussed?
 Consumers say prices are important 

 Food retailers have sophisticated pricing strategies

 Clear response to price promotions

 Challenges
 Effect of prices on purchasing difficult to quantify -Effect of prices on purchasing difficult to quantify 

varies with consumers, foods etc

 How to implement?

 What’s been done so far?What s been done so far?
 Local or targeted financial incentives

 Recent review published in UK identified around 35 
local or national examples to encourage healthier 
eating 

• Manipulation of food prices

• Provision of subsidies• Provision of subsidies  

• Use of rewards
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Retailing

 Why is it being discussed?Why is it being discussed?
 Studies suggest access to shops can be important 

 Majority of decisions made at point of purchase

 Heavy sales promotions in supermarkets

 Challenges
 Clash between “buying more” supermarket strategyClash between buying more  supermarket strategy 

and “eating less” public health strategy

 Voluntary approaches, incentives or regulation?

 Working with supermarkets or encouraging 
alternative retailing channels

 What’s been done so far?What s been done so far?
 Location of supermarkets and markets in 

communities with poor food access

 Improving the “healthiness” of convenience/mom & 
pop stores

 Voluntary action on sales promotions, product lines, 
fruit & vegetable promotionfruit & vegetable promotion
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Agriculture

 Why?Why?
 Big subsidy programs = incentives for consumption

 Local approaches benefit farmers and consumers

 Consumers identify “naturalness” with health

 Challenges
 A “blunt” instrument?A blunt  instrument?

 National agriculture influenced by global agriculture

 Different interests of agricultural sector

 Scaling up “local” approaches

 What’s been done so far?What s been done so far?
 Nothing on subsidy side

 Proliferation of direct marketing initiatives
• Farmers markets

• Farm-to-school

• Supply chains from local producers

Large scale food industry wanting to be perceived as Large-scale food industry wanting to be perceived as 
the “farmers friend”
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The situation so far

 Food policies around the world mainly used to control p y
the information environment & food content/standards

 Aim is to affect consumption, not supply 

 Subject of political battles

 Key challenge is defining “healthy”/”unhealthy” foods

 Evidence suggests that making some difference 
although comprehensive picture not available yet 

 Interest expanding in other approaches

CONTEXTUALIZING & 
BROADENING THE 
FOOD POLICY 
APPROACH: ANAPPROACH: AN 
ORGANIZING 
FRAMEWORK
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Seed, agrochemical and farm machinery compa

Key processes in the 
food supply chain

Key actors in the food 
supply chain

The processes & actors that take a food from farm to fork…

Inputs into production

Importers, exporters, brokers, wholesalers

Processsed foods manufacturers, artisan to glob

Packers, millers, crushers, refiners

Farmers, commodity producers, laborers, garden

Food distribution, transport and trade

      Secondary food processing

Primary food storage & processing

Food production

¨¨¨¨¨;¨¨ Advertising and communications agenciess¨¨¨¨¨

Independent retailers, supermarket chains
restaurants, fast food companies, schools

That then affect the food environment…

¨¨¨¨¨¨ Food promotion and labelling ¨¨¨¨¨¨

Food retailing and catering

Availa
bility

Prices Marke
ting

Leads to a definition of “food 
policies” for healthy eating…

 Policies that intervene or draw on some aspectPolicies that intervene or draw on some aspect 
of the food supply chain to create a healthier 
food environment

 Distinct from health promotion campaigns & 
programmes targeted directly at consumers in 
the absence of actions in the food supply chainpp y

 But should take into account the affects of the 
consumer on the supply chain
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… & an approach to identifying 
& formulating food policies

 First identify problem in the food environmenty p

 Then map the supply chain, and identify the incentives 
& disincentives in the chain (policy, technology, 
financial, organisational) that affect the food 
environment

 To create sustainable and effective change, food 
li i d t l th i ti d di i ti ipolicies need to lever the incentives and disincentives in 

the chain to change the food environment

 Start by identifying 
the problem

 Key incentives to 
id if

 Why are soft drinks in schools?

At the moment, incentives in many supply chains do not favor a healthy 
environment

 Organizational Supply of ingr
identify are 
organizational, 
financial, 
technological, 
regulatory/policy -
and the consumer

 Weak power of schools

 Financial
 Vending machines as high 

margin outlets for Bottlers

 Technological
 Efficient vending 

technologies
Suppliers of ven

Bottlers

Coca-Cola Co

pp y g

technologies

 Policy/regulation
 Placement permitted in 

schools

 Consumers
 Appeal to young people

Children as 

Schools
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THE CHALLENGE 
FOR FOOD POLICIES 
IS TO CREATE THE 
COHERENCECOHERENCE 
THROUGHOUT THE 
WHOLE FOOD CHAIN

Primary processing

ProductionS
U
P
P

Inputs to production

Local farmers struggling to find secure marketsNew markets for local farmers

US Farmers Market Nutrition Program

Examples

Distribution, trade

Primary processingP
L
Y

C
H
A
I
N

Retailing/catering

Secondary processing

No incentives for retailers (financial)Farmers Market Nutrition Program

- one action that altered financial incentives 

ConsumersConsumer decisions - diets

Availa
bility

Prices

Promotion/labeling

Marke
ting

Problem: Low consumption of F&V in low-income neighbourhoods in US

Inadequate availability, poor quality (taste)

throughout the chain to create convergence

Increased availability, affordability & consumer willingness to buy

Evidence suggests has promoted positive attitudes, beliefs, perceptions 
and behaviors towards fruits and vegetables (McCormack et al., 2010)
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Primary processing

ProductionS
U
P
P

Inputs to production Local farmers struggling to find secure markets

Need for processing (organizational disincentive)Processing becomes responsibility of farmer; local 
cooperative (organizational change - financial 

incentive)

New markets for local farmers

US farm-school programs

Distribution, trade

Primary processingP
L
Y

C
H
A
I
N

Secondary processing

Retailing/catering

No in-school refrigeration (technological)

Budget constraints; centralized school meals 
provision; federal procurement guidelines 

(financial, organizational, regulatory disincentives)

Coordinating delivery very complex (financial, 
organizational disincentives)

)

Finding farms on existing delivery routes; dealing 
with one farmer or farmers cooperative 

(organizational incentives)

No refrigeration/cooking facilities in school 
Deal with products not requiring refrigeration or 

cooking e g  apples  salad bars; invest in 

Cut delivery costs; buy cheapest items (financial); 
procure from individual farmer or co-op, limit 

procurement to X% (organizational; regulatory)

ConsumersConsumer decisions - diet 

Availa
bility

Prices

Promotion/labeling

Choice 
environ
ment

Marke
ting

Problem: Low consumption of F&V among school children in US

Poor quality (taste), unpopular with children

No promotion (organizational disincentive)

kitchens (technological)
cooking e.g. apples, salad bars; invest in 

refrigeration in trucks or kitchens(technological)
Education in classroom, coordination with 5-
day/”buy local” campaigns (organizational 

incentive)

Greater availability of higher quality (taste), and greater acceptance 
among children

Implementing authorityS
U
P
P

Development of standards

Development of national or provincial standards 
(creates regulatory/policy incentive)

School meal standards

Cooks concerned about children(s lack of uptake
Want to make sure children are fed 

Financial disincentives
Change nature of financial incentives

Interactive training and dialogue

Ordering of food

Catering staffP
L
Y

C
H
A
I
N Food preparation

Lack of knowledge about food 
preparation(organisational)

Financial disincentives

Want to make sure children are fed 
(organisational)

Change nature of financial incentives

Interactive training and dialogue

ConsumersChildren’s decisions - diet 

Availa
bility

Prices

Teachers

Choice 
environ
ment

Marke
ting Problem: Excess fat, sugars, salty in school meals

Perspectives about what is right for children 
(organisational)

Problems of acceptance by children (consumer)

Interactive training and dialogue

Working with children
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Primary processing

ProductionS
U
P
P

Inputs to production

Trans fats

Technology for hydrogenation

Excess vegetable oil production

Production of alternatives

Distribution, trade

Primary processingP
L
Y

C
H
A
I
N

Retailing/catering

Secondary processing

gy y g

Trans nationals ease international distribution

Demand from food manufacturersDemand for substitutes

Trans nationals ease international 
dissemination

ConsumersConsumer

Availa
bility

Prices

Promotion/labeling

Marke
ting

No information for consumers

Problem: Evidence that trans fats bad for cardiovascular health

Widely available in processed foods

Evidence suggests has led to manufacturers removing trans fats from 
foods

Mandatory labeling

Consumer concern

CONCLUSIONS
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Food production

Inputs into production

Sponsoring local gardens; subsidies for "healthie

Subsidising technologies for growing fruit

Numerous…. any action in the food supply chain…

What are the food policy options?

Food distribution, transport and tra

      Secondary food processing

Primary food storage & processin

Food production

Developing local food chains; quality standards 
traded foods

Product reformulation; removing government
tax incentives for manufacturers of energy-dense f

Different processing techniques

¨¨¨¨¨¨ Food promotion and labelling¨¨¨¨¨¨

Food retailing and catering

Clear labelling; restrictions on advertising; sales pr

Stocking ratios; farmer's markets; school meal standa

traded foods

…it depends on the problem and the supply chain!

Conditions for success

 Take a supply chain approachpp y pp

 Think innovatively about where the best place to 
intervene might be

 Work with other actors in the food supply chain but 
recognize that interests are different 

 Gather the evidence so far & place in this context

M it & l t b d i t t f Monitor & evaluate based on an appropriate set of 
indicators
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Limitations of food policy 
approaches

 Requires commitment and investmentRequires commitment and investment

 Different actors in the food supply chain will 
always have different interests - political battles 
are likely 

 Difficult to measure the effects over the short-
termterm

Strengths of food policy 
approaches

 A framework for linked solutions to differentA framework for linked solutions to different 
problems (health, sustainability) and for 
different groups (farmers, eaters) 

 Have the potential to create positive long-
lasting change in the food environment
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Thank you!Thank you!




